
PSQG Kids Sports Quilt
Please use masculine prints and colors per Shriners Children’s request to fulfill their needs.

Use the reference table below for determining sizes based on the size of your Focus Block.
Measurements are assuming a ¼” seam allowance.

Focus
Block

Strips Long Border
Pieces

Short Border
Pieces

Corner
Blocks

7” 2 ⅝” 11 ¾” 9 ⅛” 2 ⅝”

7½” 2 ⅞” 12 ¾” 9 ⅞” 2 ⅞”

Cut 18 Blocks from your Focus Fabric, determine your block size based on the fabric design to
get the best fussy cut.

Using the reference table above to determine size, cut each color into 4 WOF Strips.

Sew 4 identical sets of 3 strips of contrasting colors with either the darkest or lightest in the
middle of the strip set, press seams to the dark side.

Subcut the strip sets into blocks the same size as your focus block. (7” or 7½”).

Lay out your quilt in the proper order per the diagram on page 2.
The strip sets blocks will be turned in different directions to create the secondary square around
each focus block.

Sew blocks into rows, press, sew rows together and press.

Now you are ready to add your border! See Page 2.
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PSQG Kids Sports Quilt (continued)

Use the reference tables on page 1 to determine size and color.

Cut 1 WOF strip of Color B, subcut strip into Corner Blocks.
Cut 3 WOF strips of both Color A & C
Subcut strips into 7 long and 2 short border strips
NOTE: We recommend intentionally cutting the borders a smidge larger than trim to fit.

Layout your border pieces to match the diagram.
Stitch both top & bottom borders together as shown.
Press seams to the light side & sew on to the main body of the quilt.
Stitch both side borders together as shown.
Press seams to the light side & sew on to the main body of the quilt.

Sandwich with batting & backing, quilt as desired and bind.
You will have extra blocks & strips, please return with your finished quilt.

Thank you for your participation!
PSQG Kid’s Quilt Team
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